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Abstract--In a previous paper, we have discussed the calculation of the electric field at 
large distances radiated by an antenna made of two strands symetricallly disposed, 
when it is fed by two currents which are in opposition with a known distribution. From 
these results, using a Fourier analysis, we can determine antennas of small size so that 
the radiated field is zero in one or several direction. Then, by means of a numerical 
exploration, we determine xplicitly, for a given frequency range, the shape of such an 
antenna trying to obtain the best compromise between the directivity and the size of 
the antenna. 
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The thin radiogoniometric antennas existing as the moment are essentially the frame 
(with circular or rectangular shape) used alone or coupled with omnidirectional ntennas. 
Some other devices are also used (ad hoc antennas . . . ) .  Their drawback lies in their 
prohibitive dimensions, their lack of directivity in the neighbourhood of the zeros and 
the necessity to use them in a vertical position. 
The main goal of this paper is to determine the shape of thin, plane and horizontal 
antennas which can be used as radiogoniometers. These antennas are smaller than the 
present antennas and they have a better determination of the zero position. 
The physical method we used is the same as that in [1] but the mathematical pproach 
is different. From the reciprocal principle, we consider, if it is useful, that the antenna is 
fed by a transmitted, although this antenna is always coupled to a receiver. 
2. DEF IN IT IONS 
We let X, Y be the Cartesian coordinates in the antenna's plane, s the curvilinear 
coordinate along the antenna F. The antenna is determined by its parametric equation 
(X, Y) = (X(s),  Y(s) )  which is smooth enough (Fig. 1). 
We suppose that -so<-s<-so,  X ( -s )=X(s )  and Y( -s )=-Y(s ) .  We note that, 
-So <- X(so) = ao <- So and that 
(X,)2 + (y,)2 = (dX'~ 2 + (dY~ 2 
\ -~- /  \ ds ] " 
We suppose moreover  that F is connected at the origin 0 to a generator with a sure 
shaped tension of frequency f. Let 
k = 2 ~r f _ to  c -  u' (1) 
where to is the pulsation, c = 3.10 8 and u = 1/~/~o~0. 
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Define (0) the direction of OXY determined by the polar angle 0, measured from the 
0X axis. We note E*(0)  the electric field (written in complex notation) which is radiated 
far away, along the orthogonal direction to (0). Let us define E*(0)  by the equality 
60 e -ikr 
E(0)  = - i  - -  E(0),  (2) 
r 
where i 2= -1  and (0, r) are the polar coordinates of current point. We have IE(¢)I = 
IE( - t~) l  = amplitude of the electric field; IEdb(0)l = the amplitude of the field radiated by 
the elementary dipole of half wavelength in the same experimental conditions, and 
IE(tb)l 2E(@) 2
G, = 10 log 
the gain in decibels compared to the half wave antenna in the (0) direction. Note 
J ( Isl)  = JR(Isl) + u,( Is l )  
the antenna current (in a complex notation) in opposition of phase with the source 0. We 
know (cf. [1]) that in this case the radiated field in the (0) direction is such that 
k_ [ ,o J(] s I)[e iktcos, x+si. , .  Y)(sin 0" X'  - cos 0" Y') 
E(¢)  = 2 Jo 
- e iktc°s* x-~i"* V~(sin 0 " X' -  cos $ • Y')] ds. 
Remark  1. When $ = 0, we have 
= - k r ' ° J ( s )  eikXY ' ds. E(0) 
Jo 
(3) 
(4) 
Moreover,  we know (cf. [1]) that the field radiated in the (0) direction by an anten- 
na admitting two axes of symmetry (Fig. 2) is given by 
~0 $0 EOk) = k J(ls[)[(sin 0 • X ' -  cos ~0- Y') cos{k(cos 0"  X + sin ~.  Y)} 
- (sin 0 • X '  + cos ~ • Y') cos{k(cos 0 " X - sin 0 " Y)} ds 
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Remark  2. When ~ = O, we have 
fo s° E(0) = -2k  J (s )  cos(kX)  • Y '  ds (6) 
3. RADIATED F IELD NULL  IN THE D IRECT ION + = 0. CASE (I): J(Isl) = e -iklst 
This hypothes is 'approx imate ly  works in progresive waves (cf. [2]), that is to say an 
antenna with an ohmic resistance qual to its impedance at its extremity. In this case we 
can realize an analytic determination. 
3.1. I n t roduct ion  o f  a new var iab le  
The method is the same as in [1]. Let  
z = z (s )=X-s  
then 
We have, on one hand, 
and, on the other hand, 
( -2_< z' = X ' -  1_<0), 
ya  = -2z '  - z a. 
Y '  = e lX / -2z ' -  z 'z with et E {-1,  O, 1} 
el = 0¢ :~-2z ' -  z '2 = 0 
z ' - -  2" 
As the jump points of  e~ are isolated and as z(O) = 0 and  Z(So) = ao-  So, we have 
s o 
E(0) = -k  f e ik~ ~lX/ -2z '  - z 'z dx 
,30 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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~0 aO- sO 
E(0)  = k e '~z ~lX/-----~; - 1 dz 
3.2. Necessary conditions 
The equality E(0) = 0 is equivalent, from (6), to the relation 
- 
ro so cos(kz) • ~t~/ -2s ' - -  1dz = ~o so sin(kz) • ~2~/ - -~-  1 dz = 0 
with ao -  so given. If we can find a real function 0 such that 
fO tO-SO . 
e'kZ¢(z) dz = O. 
We deduce that we can build an antenna such that E(0) = 0. Let, for this result, 
0 = Et~/ -2s ' -  1 
and use relation (10). 
3.3. Determination of  the antennas such that E(O) = 0 
Let 0 be a real function satisfying (11), using equality (12), we have 
St=- - - -  
Considering the function s~0, where 
it verifies 
which is equivalent to 
+2+ 1 
fO aO-sO sg 2 = - (ao  + So)/ 2(z) dz, 
f r  o-so (s~+)2(z) + 1 
So = - 2 
S(ao-  So) = so. 
(~0)  2 -  1 
These results give, from (7), (9), and (12), 
dX 
dz 2 
dY 
d-Z= - s/q,, 
dz, 
(lO) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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then we can obtain the antennas by an integration, that is, 
z s~2 f~ e,2(u) 
X(z )=~-  Jo 2 du 
Y(z) = - s~ ~b(u) du 
with 
Oto-- So -< Z ~<0 
1 r ~°-'° ~b2(z) 
dz. 
= -- JO Olo + SO 
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(16) 
(17) 
that (11) is true if 
1 U ,,9, 
-21r 
f e i"~(u) du = 0. (20) 
d0 
Put the first coefficient of the Fourier series equal to zero, that is, as ~ is real 
~(u) = c~ + ~ [a* cos(nu) + b* sin(nu)] (21) 
n~>2 
and then 
with 
where 
where an = bn = 0 (n - 3), we obtain 
~(z) = a + b cos(2kz) + c sin(2kz) 
1 + ¢2(z) 
s'(z) = 2 ' 
~k(z) = Co+ ~, [a* cos(nkz) + b*  sin(nkz)], 
n>_2 
Co, a,, b. (n-> 2) are arbitrary real coefficients. Let us consider now the case 
(23) 
(18) 
(22) 
with u = kz, shows when we put 
Oto-S 0 . -2~r 
fo etkZ~b(z) dZ= fo elul 
3.4. Determination of a function ~ when Ik(ao-s0)/2zr[ is an integer. 
Investigation in a particular case 
As the determination of the field is computed by means of an integration, we consider 
only the case where k (a0-  so) = -21r. The equality 
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S'(Z) ----- -- ~[(a 2 + 1) + b 2 cos2(2kz) + c 2 sin(2kz) + 2ab cos(2kz) 
+ 2ac sin(2kz) + 2bc sin(2kz) cos(2kz)] 
and consequently by integration 
s (z )=- l [ (a2  + 1)z+?s in (2kz) -~-s in (2kz)  
+ b2{2+ sin(4kz)~8_~ ' + c2[2 
The boundary conditions 
give successively 
K=0 
sin(4kz)~ 1 - c~k(4kz)] 
8k J + bc + K. 
s (o) = o 
S(ao-  so) = So 
Y ( ao - So) = 0 
which is equivalent to 
a=O 
-2s°=(a2+ l)(a°-s°)+b2~°2s----~°+c2a°-s°2 ack 
f o Ot O-  s O 0 = - [a + b cos(2kz) + c sin(2kz)] dz, 
b 2= c 2=-20~°+s0 
Oto- $o 
Then we obtain the parametric equations of the antenna 
2 -  b 2 -  c 2 C 2 -  b 2 bc 
z + ~ sin(4kz) - ~-~ [1 - cos(4kz)] X(z )  = 
4 
b sin(2kz) + 2-~ [cos(2kz - 1)]. Y(z)  = -~--~ 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 
3.5. Determination of a function ~b when Ik(ao- So)/2zr I is not an integer 
We have, with 
o~ o - S o 
27r U ----- Z, 
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the equality 
Let  us define 
ff°-~°et~ZO/(z)dz = fo2"exp(ik(a~--~S°) u)~k(~u) ~du.  
Then, Eq. (7) is equivalent o 
Moreover ,  on [0, 2~r], we have 
with 
Put  then 
B = k (ao-  So) 
2~r 
and we have 
oo ,o 
21r 0 u = 6(u). 
fo 2~ elS~6(u) du. 
eiaU = E aneinU 
nEZ 
_ 1 f2~ e i<s-')" = 1 [e i(B-'02~- 1] 
a. - ~ jo  du 2¢ri(B - n) 
1 e 2i~a - 1 
21r(B - n) i 
1 e 2 i~a - 1 
an = 21r(B - n) 0 with 0 = 
6(u) = ~ 6n ,n. e , 6_n = ~n, 
nEZ 
(29) 
an6n = 0. 
nEZ 
(30) 
if we suppose 6. E R, (7) is true when 
(31) 
6oao+ ~ 6.(an + a - n)  = 0 
n>0 
That is 
or more simply, taking the value of  a., if 
60+ ~>o 6n 2B ~:-h-~-- 0, 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
then this relation allows us to determine a funct ion 6 and consequent ly  a funct ion O. 
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4. NULL  RADIATED F IELD IN THE D IRECT ION t~ = 0. 
CASE (II): J(lsl)= sin[k(s0-1sD] 
This hypothesis approximately works in stationary waves (cf. [2]), that is to say an 
antenna which has a strand with a free extremity. 
4.1. Necessary conditions 
We restrict ourselves to the case where the antenna dmits two perpendicular axes of 
symmetry (Fig. 2): Put 
Y'(s)  = e2X/1 - X'Z(s) with e2 = E2(s) E { - 1, 0, 1} 
e2 = 0 ¢# X '2 = 1, 
then the equality E(0) is equivalent, from (5), to 
o s° sin[k(so-  s)] cos[kX (s)]¢2X/ l - X'2(s) ds = O. 
We deduce that if, so fixed, a function X with real values such that 
fo ° sin[k(so s)]x(s) = IX[ -  (35) ds 0 1 
exists then we can build an antenna such that E(0) -- 0. For this, it is sufficient o define 
X(S) = cos[kX (s)]e2~/1 - X'Z(s) (36) 
and to use (5). 
4.2. Determination of the antenna 
From (36) we deduce 
x2(s) X/ 
cos2[kX(s)] = 1 -  X'2(s) X'(s)  = +- 1 -  X. 2(s) cos'[kX(s)]" (37) 
This equation admitting eventually a solution if IX(s)[ - 1. After we determine the sign of 
¢2 which is noted sgn(~2) from the relation 
sgn(e2) = sgn[x (s) cos(kX (s))] (38) 
extracted from (36) and (37), the value of Y(s)  is given by 
Y(s)  = Y(0) + ~2(u)X/1 ---Z-'X ~ (u) du. (39) 
4.3. Determination of a function ~ when Iksolwl is an integer 
As the field is determined by means of an integral, it is sufficient o consider only the case 
kso = w. Suppose X(so) = 0 and put 
So-s=h 
X(So- h) = ~(h) ,  
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we then define ~* in the following manner: 
~*(h) = ~(h) 
~*(-h)  = -~*(h) 
£*(o)  = o, 
then, 
Then if u = kh and 
Eq. (35) is true when 
O<h-<so  
f o sO f s 0 sin[k(so-  s)]x(s)  ds = s in [kh]x ( -h  + So) dh o 
f = - ! s in[kh]~(h) dh = elkh~*(h) dh. 
2i Jo 
1 U 
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ff eik%(u) du = 0. (40) 7r 
It is sufficient hat the first coefficient of the Fourier expansion of ~ is zero, i.e., using the 
conditions imposed on ~ and ~* 
~(u) = ~ b* sin(nu) 
n-->2 
f((h) = ~, b* sin(nkh) 
n>_2 
(41) )¢(s) = .~>-2>- b. s in [nk(so-  s)], n_>2~ lb~l-~ I. 
4.4. Study of a part icular case 
Take x0 = 2~r/k; then (37) becomes 
X'2 cosE(kX) = cos2(kX) - ;(2 
and we deduce 
Let us define 
k2X '2 cos2(kX) = k 2 _ k 2 sin2(kX) - k2x 2. 
z = sin(kX) 
z' = kX '  cos(kX), (42) 
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it fol lows that 
k2z2+ z ,2 = k2(1 - X2). 
Take a real y, and m and ~/as two integers such that 
y>m>l ,7=m2-1 ,  meven 
and 
Clearly IX l -  1. Let  ks = u, 
1 2 X(s) = -~ X/y - 1 - 3' cosZ(mks). 
fo s° sin k(so -  s)x(s)  ds = fo sin(It - u) .  X/y 2 -  1 - 3' cos2(mu) du 
lfo° 2 = k-y sin uX/y 2 - 1 - ~/cos2(mu) du + sin uX/y z -  1 - 3, cos2(mu) du, 
and if v = -¢r  + u in the last integral, we notice that 
Moreover ,  (45) involves 
so that 
f0 s° sin k(so -  s)x(s)  ds = O. 
1 - X 2 = y2_ 1 - ~ycos2(mks) = 1 - 1 + V c°s2(mkS)y2 = 1 + v cos2(mkS)y2 
1 z = - sin(inks) 
Y 
is a solution of Eq. (43). In fact, we deduce from (45) and (46) that 
and 
mk z' = cos(inks) 
Y 
k2z2 + z,  2 = k2 sin2(mks) + !112 cos2(mks) = k 2 1 + (1112 - l) cos2(mks) 
y2 y2 
so, using (42), it fol lows that 
1 1 X ( s ) = -~ arcsin [ y Sin( mks ) ] , 
where y is determined by (38) and (39). 
= 1 - X 2, 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
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4.5. Determination of  a funct ion X when Ikso/Tr I is not an integer 
We use the new variables introduced in 4.3. We have (so/rr)u = h and 
Define 
then condition (35) is true if 
= eik h ^ du .  
~r '/7" 
, , . ,  
f f _ kso elSU~(u) du = 0 with B - - - .  
7r 7/" 
On the other hand, we have on [-w, zr] 
251 
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with 
and 
e iB" = ~ a. e i"" (49) 
nEZ 
1 f f  • 1 [e~ta_.~_e_.a_.~] a, = ~ ~ e '(s-") du = 2,rri(B - n) 
1 
27r(B - n) 
0 with 0 = 2(-1)" sin(BTr) 
~(u) = ~ ~. e ~"" (50) 
nEZ 
with ~_, = ~, imaginary. Then from (49) and (50), (48) is true if 
a.~. = 0, 
n•Z 
i.e., if 
n (i~°)(-l)"b-r--_-~--o. 
n>O 
This relation allows us to determine a function ~ and consequently a function X. 
5. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION 
As in [1], the purpose of the numerical study is 
(i) The choice of the strand element when several conditions are given (determination 
of the zero, dimensions of the antenna, simplicity of the shape.. . )  
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(ii) When the choice is made, to give a graphical representation of the antennas and of 
their radiated diagram. 
This numerical treatment is made in case 3 and 4 from analytic results. 
In the case of progressive waves the determination of the strand element is made 
under the hypotheses of Sec. 3.4 from formulas (28) by means of a discretisation. In the 
case of the stationary waves, the determination of the abscissa of the strands elements is 
made under the hypotheses of Sec. 4.4 from the formulas (47) by means of a dis- 
cretisation. The ordinate is determinated by means of formulas (38) and (39) after 
discretisation. The method of integration which is used is the trapezoidal rule. 
In the case 3.4 the modulus of the radiated field in the (~s) direction is obtained by 
means of the discretisation of formula (3) with J([s[)= e -iktsl. This gives E(~),  then we 
take its modulus. In case 4.4, we use formula (5) by means of a discretisation with 
S(Isl) -- sin[k(s0-Isl)],  so that we get E(~b) and its modulus. 
We take here, as in [1], a mesh length of approximatively 10-3; this seems satisfying 
taking into account the precision of the determination of the strand element and the error 
coming from integration. 
Parameters 
associated 
to the 
antenna 
I Initial data I 
i 
I Determination I 
of the 
antenna 
I Modulus of I the radiating 
field 
i Characteristics 
of the antenna 
New 
parameters 
,L 
Characteristic 
of the antenna 
Shape of the 
/antenna 
Fig. 3. Functional block diagram. 
Modulus of the 
radiating field 
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Now, we choose initial data: frequency of work length of the radiated strand, abscissa 
of its extremity (case 3.4), value of the parameter m (case 4.4), and we made a 
systematical study of the radiated characteristics of the antenna. For this purpose, we 
use several values of parameter b [the value of c is coming from the formula (27)] in 
case 3.4 and the parameter y in case 4.4 The definitive choice is made from the obtained 
results. The graphical representation of the antenna and of their characteristics of 
radiation are obtained from [3]. The method of computation is shown in Fig. 3. 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
From the results obtained up to now, we see that we can obtain antennas with small 
size and a very efficient determination of zero. The fact that the antennas are lying in 
horizontal plane seems to present an appreciable contribution with respect to the 
antennas which exist actually. 
Here we give, for example, the graphical illustration of some numerical results. 
Figures 4.1.A to 4.6.A represent some antennas which work with progressive waves. The 
length scale (in meters) is represented beside the picture. The working frequency is 
approximately 500 MHz. The parameters which specify these antennas are beside the 
figures. These are k = 10, so length of the strand, b and c which fix the real part and the 
imaginary part of the radiated field, a0 maximal abscissa of the antenna, and Go (Glo) the 
decibel gain in the OX direction (in a direction which makes 10” with the OX direction) in 
comparison to the doublet antenna with the same experimental conditions (cf. [l]). One 
notices that we impose Y(ao - so) approximately null so that we can put an ohmic 
resistance equal to the impedance of the antenna. The different values of b and c, which 
are used, agree with different precisions in the determination of the zero. Figures 4.1.B to 
4.6.B represent the characteristics of radiation associated with these antennas. This is a 
graph in polar coordinates (r, Ji) so that r(JI) = CjE(JI)I, where C is a constant. The scale 
is given beside the figures and here also we have ]Edb(0)I = 1. One notices that we have 
only a zero on the characteristic diagram, this allows a determination which is specified 
to 360”, while the usual antennas allowed a determination which is specified to 180”. 
Figures 5.1.A to 5.6.A represent antennas with two axis of symmetry which work with 
stationary waves. The scales of length (in meters) is written beside the frame. The 
frequency work is about 500 MHz. The parameters which define them are written on the 
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frame. These are k = 10, So length of a strand of the antennas y which is related to the 
imaginary part of the radiated field and Go(Glo) which are previously defined. Figures 
5.1.B to 5.6.B give the characteristics of radiation associated to the antennas. This 
mode of working proves that the determination of the zero is specified to 180 ° . This 
fact shows that these antennas are powerless than the previous ones which work with 
progressive waves. We can nevertheless imagine antennas which work with stationary 
waves, with only an axis of symmetry. These would have a characteristic diagram with 
only a zero. Then it is necessary to obtain a more precise determination of the current in 
a point of the antenna. We can reach this result by means of an integral equation as 
explained in [1, 4]. 
7. CONCLUSION 
As in [I], we give here some comments on the methods which are used. The 
advantages of the numerical treatment is a very easy use (short program), the drawbacks 
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are a lack of stability for the long antennas which use stationary waves, and the 
necessity to know explicitely the value of the current. 
The physical assumptions on the repartition of the current along the antennas are in 
connection with the ideal case of an antenna with a diameter infinitely small and without 
resistivity. They suppose moreover that there are no reflexion of the waves to the 
extremity of antennas which use progressive waves, while the current is equal to zero 
and the end of antennas using stationary waves. It is clear that practically, these 
assumptions are never satisfied, but they constitute nevertheless a good approximation 
for usual antennas with average cutting and small diameter conductor. 
A more accurate numerical simulation is nevertheless possible. It must consider the 
diameter of the conductor and the repartition of the resulting current. For this purpose, 
we use the integral equation given in [4] (stationary waves case), the current is 
determined by means of steps function with a method exposed in [5]. The antennas 
having a radiated field equal to zero in a given direction, are determined by solving an 
integral equation, according to the methods discussed in [6]. 
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